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The University of Dayton

News Release
Dec. 17, 1994.
Contact: Mary Harvan or Teri Rizvi

JOURNALISM AT HEART OF HIGH-SCHOOL EDUCATION,
SAYS UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON RESEARCHER
DAYTON, Ohio-- The English teacher who gets out the red pen, circles all the
grammar errors in the school newspaper and sends it back to the staff is missing the point,
says Laurence Lain, associate professor of communication at the University of Dayton.
High school journalism programs have many functions, among them honing
mechanical skills and fostering higher-level thinking, says Lain in his book Journalism Kids

Do Better, co-written with Jack Dvorak of Indiana University and Tom Dickson of Southwest
Missouri State University and scheduled for publication by ERIC this month.
That practice in higher-level thinking helps journalism students perform better on
college entrance tests and in college and advanced placement English classes than their nonjournalism peers, says Lain, a former high school newspaper adviser and journalism teacher.
"Journalism kids, if they're taught well, get used to analysis, get used to evaluation,
and those are the kinds of things that standardized tests purport to be looking for. Much of
that is what good freshman composition papers are based on," he says, adding that journalism
students also learn to write for varied audiences and purposes and to synthesize information.
"A lot of kids get into it because

it'~

a means of self-expression. But it turns out to

be an aid to critical thinking, a way of seeing," Lain says.
~

He adds that high school papers should remain as financially autonomous as poss ible.

"If you're interested in producing a newspaper where kids have the ability to interpret
what's going on through their eyes, advisers should make every effort to take as little
administration money as possible to produce the newspaper. The research shows that the
newspapers that seem to have the fewest constraints are the ones that do the best job of
supporting themselves through advertising," Lain says. "In that respect the student press isn't
greatly different from the commercial press."
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Journalism Kids compiles much research on high school journalism programs,
provides a bibliography of resources and offers advice to instructors on improving their
journalism programs. It includes information on correlations between adviser and school
characteristics and student test scores, on the legal issues involved with high-school
journalism, and on financial and free-expression issues.
Lain, who was himself a "journalism kid," says he got involved with his high school
paper as a sportswriter, after he was sidelined from football and track events with knee
injuries. In college he majored in English, but a senior-year course in advising student
publications showed him that "there was still ink in my blood."
His work as a high school newspaper adviser earned him national awards in 1975 and
shaped his current research in scholastic journalism. He also has written a guidebook for
high school papers, Advertising in School Publications, published by Quill & Scroll.
Teaching journalism at the college level has provided its own challenges, Lain says,
particularly in introducing journalistic style and encouraging students to be succinct.
"It's not uncommon for me to get kind of this panicky reaction: 'Dr. Lain, that's not
the way they taught us to write in English 102. They wanted more description and more
complex sentences and more adjectives and adverbs. And you want simple sentences and less
description and fewer adjectives. Which one of you is right?'
"We're both right," says Lain. "There's more than one way to write something."
Lain says he and his colleagues decided to write Journalism Kids because publication
outlets are limited for such research: "A lot of good research just ends [at conferences]
because there's no good place to disseminate it further."
And he hopes high school teachers will read the book: "We want to help lead them to
resources that will help them. We also want to affirm for them what they're doing because
they

~ doing

good, important things, and they're making a terrific difference in kids' lives."
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For interviews, call Larry Lain at (513) 229-2742 or at (513) 252-5237. For more
information, call Mary Harvan or Teri Rizvi at (513) 229-3241.

